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 43 

Abstract 44 

Resource constraints complicate load monitoring practices in some academies, which is problematic based on load-injury 45 

associations surrounding periods of rapid non-linear growth. Limited research has explored relationships between maturation 46 

and perceived psycho-physiological response to activity and associated neuromuscular performance changes. This study 47 

aimed to quantify neuromuscular and psycho-physiological responses to standardised activity and analyse whether dose-48 

responses were moderated by maturation. Fifty-seven male soccer players (age: 14.1  0.9 years; stature: 165  10 cm; body 49 

mass, 57  9 kg; percentage of predicted adult height 92.7  5%) from two Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP) academies 50 

completed the youth soccer-specific aerobic fitness test (Y-SAFT60). Countermovement jump (CMJ), reactive strength index 51 

(RSI), absolute (ABS) and relative leg stiffness (REL) were measured pre-post the Y-SAFT60 with playerload (PL), heart 52 

rate (HR), total distance (TDist) and differential ratings of perceived exertion (dRPE) used as markers of load and intensity. 53 

A moderation model was employed to analyse interactions of maturation as a continuous variable. Analysis indicated no 54 

significant interaction (p <0.05) between maturation and neuromuscular performance but RPE-Technical demonstrated 55 

significant interactions (p = 0.01). Slope analysis indicated four variables (PL, RSI, ABS and REL) that demonstrated 56 

significance at various stages of maturation, most notably aligning with peak height velocity (~87-96% PAH). Tentatively, 57 

we propose that maturational developments in the neuromuscular system offer some mechanistic explanation to the varied 58 

dose-responses observed. It is therefore important that maturation is habitually considered within prescription of training 59 

programmes and that further empirical studies are completed to determine maturity specific dose-responses. 60 

 61 
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Introduction 80 

Technological advances have proliferated research around dose-response relationships between load, fatigue and training 81 

prescription to incorporate various internal and external training load metrics (i.e. total distance covered, high-speed running 82 

and player load). As a result, quantifying physical demands has become commonplace in elite adult populations, with dose-83 

response markers used to influence athletic outcomes (Hader et al., 2019). Recently soccer academies indicated that resource 84 

and logistical constraints sometimes prevented implementation of best-practice monitoring strategies (Salter et al., 2020). 85 

This is problematic for practitioners working with adolescent populations as the temporal, dynamic and non-linear changes 86 

in biological development (e.g. hormonal, neural, bone and muscle) likely complicate dose-responses (Bergeron et al., 2015). 87 

Barriers to accurate quantification of individual loads make effective manipulation of the training prescription complex and 88 

likely inappropriate, particularly for early or late maturing players (approx. 16-40% of academy populations) (Hill et al., 89 

2020; A. Johnson et al., 2017).  90 

 91 

Injuries are multifactorial, but evidence suggests that inappropriate loading may compound already relatively high 92 

incidences during adolescent soccer (D. Johnson et al., 2020; Rommers et al., 2020). Associations between load and injury 93 

are noteworthy since the introduction of the Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP) presented a substantial linear, 94 

chronological-age correlated increase in coaching hours from approximately 3,760 to 8,500 (accrued annually between the 95 

ages of 8-21) (Premier League, 2011). Subsequent trends suggests increased growth and overuse related injuries particularly 96 

in U13-U14 age groups, with Osgood-Schlatter’s and Severs Disease widespread (Read et al., 2018). Additionally, audit 97 

methods likely underestimate incidences of overuse injuries as they typically adopt a ‘time-loss’ definition, when often 98 

players do not miss training but need  modification (Whalan et al., 2020). Between 46-72% of EPPP injuries are non-contact 99 

and 30-43% are moderate in nature with approximately 50% injuries occurring during training sessions (Read et al., 2018). 100 

It is largely considered that non-contact  injuries are preventable whereas traumatic contact injuries are unavoidable (Read 101 

et al., 2016). Therefore, better appreciation of dose-responses within these age groups may better mitigate risk and 102 

individualise training based on the physical capabilities of individuals.  103 

 104 

Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) has been extensively applied within soccer and suggested to have acceptable re-call bias 105 

and interchangeability between validated scales (CR10 and CR100) (Fanchini et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2020). This 106 

versatility and intuitive application  proposed by Foster (1998) (RPE multiplied by session duration) make this a robust and 107 

accessible method to document training volume and intensity and subsequently inform training prescription. However, 108 

despite being common within academy settings, only one empirical study has explored maturity specific responses to 109 

subjective psycho-physiological perceptions of intensity (De Ste Croix et al., 2019) and only three studies have observed the 110 

age related training response using RPE derived methods in adolescent team sports (Brink et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2020; 111 

Wrigley et al., 2012). Instead, most maturity related research has focussed on performance markers such as speed, endurance 112 

or match performance (Beyer et al., 2020; Buchheit & Mendez-Villanueva, 2014). These studies offer mechanistic 113 

explanations regarding changes in performance during the major growth period but offer limited insight as to how individuals 114 

perceive dose-controlled activity during this period.  115 

 116 

Academy squads are comprised of players within chronological parameters but often present significant variations in 117 

physical characteristics including body mass (~50%), stature (~29cm), percentages of predicted adult height (10-15%) and 118 

fat free mass (3-8.6kg) (Figueiredo et al., 2010; Hannon et al., 2020; van der Sluis et al., 2015). These maturation specific 119 



components likely influence performance (Buchheit & Mendez-Villanueva, 2014), but limited studies using standardised 120 

activity profiles have directly observed this influence (Lehnert et al., 2018). Relationships between maturation related dose-121 

responses have also been performed observing neuromuscular performance around competitive fixtures and/or training (De 122 

Ste Croix et al., 2019; Oliver et al., 2015; Read et al., 2016). Radnor et al. (2018) suggests that stretch-shortening cycle 123 

(SSC) performance increases with age across various neuromuscular tasks such as sprinting, hopping and jumping, therefore 124 

it is intuitive to assume maturation influences acute responses in neuromuscular performance. Ambiguously however, 125 

findings indicate both significant and non-significant relationships with neuromuscular performance, such as 126 

countermovement jump (CMJ), reactive strength index (RSI) and leg stiffness (De Ste Croix et al., 2015, 2019; Lehnert et 127 

al., 2017). Most recently De Ste Croix and colleagues (2019) concluded that maturation did not influence responses to match-128 

play in youth soccer despite large changes in RSI, a finding reinforced by Lehnert et al. (2017). Interestingly, despite sharing 129 

many of the same SSC characteristics as RSI, leg stiffness response is less predictable, whereby some individuals 130 

experienced acute reductions in leg stiffness with others a state of potentiation with improved stiffness scores post-exercise 131 

(De Ste Croix et al., 2019; Oliver et al., 2015). Yet mechanistic theories suggest an inhibited stretch-reflex and reduced rate-132 

of-force development and golgi-tendon organ (GTO) involvement surrounding peak height velocity (PHV), which likely 133 

heightens injury threat and reduces mechanical efficiency (Lehnert et al., 2017). 134 

 135 

The relative ambiguity and apparent paucity of evidence observing the influence of maturation on neuromuscular 136 

performance and psycho-physiological response provides a rationale for further work in this area. These player monitoring 137 

methods (i.e. RPE, CMJ and RSI) are commonly used within academy settings to routinely assess development and can 138 

therefore provide meaningful data to practitioners regarding maturity related dose-responses. By better understanding this 139 

relationship throughout maturation, we can develop approaches to training prescription and recovery. This may, in turn 140 

reduce the possible detrimental impact of loading that is associated with non-contact injury within this population (Oliver et 141 

al., 2015). Therefore, the aim of this study was to quantify the neuromuscular performance and psycho-physiological 142 

responses to a simulated soccer-specific activity profile and analyse whether this dose-response was moderated by 143 

maturation in EPPP academy players. 144 

 145 

Materials and Methods 146 

Participants 147 

Fifty-seven male soccer players (age: 14.1  0.9 years; stature: 165  10 cm; body mass, 57  9 kg; predicted adult height 148 

92.7  5%) from Youth Development Phase (YDP) age groups at two EPPP academies took part in this study. Participants 149 

were included if they were part of the YDP (U13-U16 age groups), free from injury and available for all scheduled training 150 

sessions and matches for the two-weeks prior to data collection. Participants usually complete three training sessions per 151 

week and compete in matches at weekends for approximately forty weeks a year. Participants completed written informed 152 

consent and parental assent in line with the declaration of Helsinki following ethical approval from the University ethics 153 

committee.  154 

 155 

Procedures 156 

Maturity status was expressed as a percentage of predicted adult height (PAH%) determined by measurement of somatic 157 

markers (standing stature, body mass) alongside self-reported parent stature corrected for overestimation (Epstein et al., 158 

1995; Khamis & Roche, 1994). This common approach to estimating maturity status in EPPP academies appears to more 159 



accurately predict timing of peak height velocity (PHV) than maturity offset methods (Parr et al., 2020). It is common within 160 

maturity research to dichotomise the variable into pre- or post-PHV, or even trichotimise into pre-, circa- and post-PHV for 161 

analysis (Radnor et al., 2020; van der Sluis et al., 2015). Although it is possible to do this using the PAH% approach (PHV 162 

occurs at approximately between 88-93% PAH) (Cumming et al., 2017), categorisation of continuous variables limits 163 

sensitivity (by consuming variability) of data dramatically reducing statistical power, particularly in smaller sample studies 164 

(Altman & Royston, 2006). For example, two individuals at a similar percentage of adult height that fall either side of the 165 

cut-off threshold for pre-post PHV will be reported as very different opposed to very similar. Therefore, maturity status 166 

(PAH%) was regressed as a continuous variable to protect true variations in the outcomes and maintain statistical power 167 

(Altman & Royston, 2006). 168 

 169 

To simulate soccer match-play an adapted soccer-specific aerobic field test (SAFT90) was used, termed Youth-SAFT (Barrett 170 

et al., 2013). This 15-minute fixed-intensity activity profile is based on global-positioning satellite (GPS) locomotion data 171 

from male academy competition and includes acceleration, deceleration, lateral shuffling, jogging, back-pedalling and 172 

sprinting to replicate demands of match-play. The intensity and locomotor activity is controlled by audio cueing which 173 

adopts the multidirectional model of the original SAFT90 (Small et al. 2009). In groups of four to minimise variation in 174 

neuromuscular sampling time, the 15-minute activity profile was repeated a total of four times (Y-SAFT60), interspersed 175 

with a 10-minute half-time interval to approximately replicate adolescent competition duration between U13 and U16 176 

(Premier League, 2011). All Y-SAFT60 simulations were completed on 3G pitch whilst participants wore their normal 177 

training attire in order to reduce the variance associated with different surfaces and maintain ecological validity. 178 

 179 

To quantify external load (total distance [TDist] and playerload [PL]) each player wore a microtechnology Global Positioning 180 

Satellite (GPS) unit sampling at 10Hz (Catapult, Optimeye S5, firmware version 7.27, Melbourne, Australia) including a tri-181 

axial accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer and sampled at a rate of 100Hz. Devices were located in commercially 182 

available vests and sized appropriately for the individual to prevent movement artifact. The mean number of satellites (13.1) 183 

and horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP; 0.57) was assessed across all testing sessions to validate data fidelity. Internal 184 

load was measured using a T31 Heart Rate (HR) belt (Polar, Finland) and sessional rating of perceived exertion (sRPE) 185 

using the centiMax scale (CR100®) obtained within 15-minutes post Y-SAFT60. However, this single gestalt sRPE score 186 

may oversimplify the psycho-physiological dose-response which is comprised of various physiological and psychological 187 

components (i.e. cardiovascular, neuromuscular, cognitive) (McLaren et al., 2017). Therefore, ratings for breathlessness 188 

(RPE-B), leg muscle exertion (RPE-L) and cognitive/technical (RPE-T) demands were added, utilising the same reliable 189 

scale (ICC = 0.99; TEM = 4%) (McLaren et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2020) and obtained post Y_SAFT60 as outlined above. 190 

Players were habituated during training sessions and used a numerically blinded, touch-screen tablet (Acer Iconia One 8 B1-191 

850, Taipei, Taiwan; Acer Inc) to record perceptions of intensity using a customised application to provide confidential 192 

responses free from conformation bias (Wright et al., 2020). 193 

 194 

Neuromuscular performance was measured with countermovement jump (CMJ), absolute and relative leg stiffness and 195 

reactive strength index (RSI) before, at half-time and after the Y-SAFT60. Participants had opportunity to familiarise 196 

themselves with the protocol after a standardised 5-minute dynamic warm-up consisting of bodyweight activities (e.g. 197 

skipping, lunges, squats, hopping) designed to mobilise and activate appropriate muscles. After sufficient rest (3-5 mins) 198 



participants completed two attempts of each protocol using the Optojump photocell system (Microgate, Bolzano, Italy) with 199 

the best result taken for analysis. CMJ and RSI were calculated from five consecutive, maximal bilateral jumps. Participants 200 

started in an upright, standing position with hands on hips and then squatted to a self-selected depth and without pausing 201 

jumped maximally five times. Participants were encouraged to perform the eccentric phase as quickly as possible to 202 

maximise jump height and minimise ground contact time. Jump height (cm) was calculated from the first jump using flight 203 

time from the following equation (equation 1) (Oliver et al., 2015). Jump height and ground contact time were averaged 204 

across the five rebound maximal bilateral jumps to calculate RSI using the following equation (equation 2). 205 

 206 

Equation 1 207 

Jump height = (Flight time2 * gravity) / 8 208 

Equation 2 209 

RSI = jump height (m) / ground contact time (s) 210 

 211 

Absolute and relative leg stiffness was measured from contact times and flight times during 20 consecutive bilateral sub-212 

maximal hops at a frequency of 2.5 Hz. This tempo has the highest reliability of leg stiffness measured in adolescent 213 

populations (CV 7.2%) (De Ste Croix et al., 2015). Participants were asked to place hands on their hips to minimise upper 214 

body interference; rebound for height and land within the photocell gates; landing with legs fully extended and looking 215 

forwards. Absolute leg stiffness (Kleg) was calculated using equation 3 where Kleg refers to leg stiffness, M is total body 216 

mass, Tc refers to ground contact time and Tf is equal to flight time. To account for the influence of mass on leg stiffness 217 

and leg length on mechanical properties of locomotion between participants, absolute values of leg stiffness were divided 218 

by body mass and leg length to provide a dimensionless value of relative leg stiffness (De Ste Croix et al., 2017). 219 

 220 

Equation 3: Absolute Leg Stiffness 221 

Kleg = [M*π (Tf+Tc)] / Tc2 [Tf+Tc/π) - (Tc/4)] 222 

 223 

Data Analysis 224 

To investigate whether PAH% influenced responses in neuromuscular performance, a within-participant repeated measures 225 

moderation model was employed. Relationships between the focal predictor (Y1) and the outcome (Y2) were examined by 226 

testing interactions between these and the stable moderating variable (W1) utilising a simple moderation model (Montoya, 227 

2019)1: 228 

Yi2 – Yi1 = b01 + (b12 - b11) Wi + (i2 - i1) 229 

YDi = b0 + b1Wi + i 230 

 231 

Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression equations for pre-post changes in neuromuscular performance were conducted using 232 

the SPSS macro MEMORE v2.1 (Montoya, 2019). The moderator (PAH%) and focal predictor (e.g. baseline CMJ) were 233 

mean centred to eliminate the effects of multicollinearity between variables and to allow the intercept to equal the overall 234 

treatment effect (Wu & Zumbo, 2008).  235 

 236 

 
1
 where I = individual participant; 1 or 2 denotes instance; b0 intercept; b1 = regression weight;  = normally distributed residuals with Intercept variance 



Analysis to explore whether PAH%  moderated interactions between mean centred predictor variable (i.e. total distance) and 237 

outcome variable (e.g. player load) was conducted using a simple moderator model in the SPSS macro PROCESS v3.4 238 

(Hayes & Rockwood, 2017). Due to the continuous nature of all variables, interactions for both analysis methods were 239 

further analysed using the Johnson-Neyman procedure to identify points of transition (i.e. boundaries of significance) across 240 

the whole data range, rather than across arbitrarily selected points (Montoya, 2019). If the 95% confidence intervals (CI) did 241 

not contain zero, the test was considered significant at the p <.05 level. 242 

 243 

Results 244 

The descriptive changes in neuromuscular performance are shown in table 1 and the pooled descriptive internal and external 245 

load metrics derived from the Y-SAFT60 are shown in table 2. 246 

 247 

Within-participant moderation analysis indicated that there 248 

were no significant interactions between percentage of 249 

PAH% and neuromuscular response post Y-SAFT60. 250 

However, both absolute and relative stiffness indicated that 251 

PAH% explained approximately 27-28% of the variance 252 

from the model respectively (Table 3). Although there was 253 

a clear decline in countermovement jump (-4.7%) and a 254 

slight improvement in overall RSI performance (3.6%) 255 

these were not considered significant. A similar outcome 256 

emerged when analysing the interactions between PAH% 257 

and load metrics, whereby only RPE-T produced a 258 

significant interaction, indicating that approximately 10% 259 

(R2 = 0.10) of the variation explained by PAH% (Table 3). 260 

 261 

 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 

 266 

 267 

Table 1. Pooled changes (Mean  SD) in CMJ, RSI and Stiffness (Absolute and Relative) throughout the Y-SAFT60 

 Pre HT % Change Pre FT % Change HT FT % Change 

CMJ 25.10  5.0 24.90  6 -0.8% 25.10  5 23.90  6 -4.7% 24.90  5.5 23.90  6.0 -4.1% 

RSI 0.55  0.20 0.60  0.2 9.1% 0.55  0.2 0.57  0.2 3.6% 0.60  0.22 0.57  0.2 5.0% 

Absolute 

Stiffness 
36.60  11.0 37.60  10 2.7% 36.60  11 35.20  11 -3.8% 37.60  10 35.20  12.0 -6.3% 

Relative 

Stiffness 
57.30  17.0 62.20  16 8.5% 57.30  17 58.90  17 2.7% 62.20  16 58.90  17.0 -5.3% 

CMJ, countermovement jump; RSI, reactive strength index; Pre, before SAFT60; HT, half-time; FT, full-time 

Table 2. Pooled internal and external load metrics (mean  SD) for the Y-

SAFT60 

Internal Load Mean  SD 

sRPE (AU) 65  14 

RPE-B (AU) 55  19 

RPE-L (AU) 67  17 

RPE-T (AU) 43  24 

Heart Rate (bpm) 166  10 

  

External Load  

Total Distance (m) 5139  226 

Metres per minute (m.min-1) 85  4 

Player Load (Au) 651  69 

sRPE; sessional rating of perceived exertion; RPE-B, breathlessness; RPE-L, leg muscle 

exertion; RPE-T, technical exertion 



Table 3. Regression model characteristics of training load metrics moderated by percentage of predicted adult height  

Estimate R2 Coefficient SE t value p-value 95% CI 

sRPE ~ TDist 0.06 0.01 0.01 1.19 0.23 -0.01 to 0.02 

sRPE ~ PAH  -0.51 0.39 -1.31 0.19 -1.29 to 0.27 

sRPE ~ TDist x PAH 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.72 0.46 -0.01 to 0.01 

   

RPE-B ~ TDist 0.05 -0.00 0.01 -0.07 0.94 -0.02 to 0.12 

RPE-B ~ PAH  -0.78 0.53 -1.48 0.14 -1.84 to 0.27 

RPE-B ~ TDist x PAH 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.96 0.33 -0.01 to 0.01 

   

RPE-L ~ TDist 0.07 0.01 0.01 1.65 0.10 -0.01 to 0.03 

RPE-L ~ PAH  -0.46 0.46 -1.00 0.32 -1.39 to 0.46 

RPE-L ~ TDist x PAH 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.41 0.68 -0.01 to 0.01 

   

RPE-T ~ TDist 0.13 -0.01 0.01 0.37 0.70 -0.02 to 0.03 

RPE-T ~ PAH  -1.73 0.62 -2.77 0.00* -2.99 to -0.47 

RPE-T ~ TDist x PAH 0.10 -0.01 0.01 -2.50 0.01* -0.01 to -0.01 

   

HR ~ TDist 0.02 0.01 0.01 1.18 0.23 -0.01 to 0.02 

HR ~ PAH  -0.05 0.29 -0.20 0.84 -0.64 to 0.2 

HR ~ TDist x PAH 0.01 - 0.01 0.01 -0.08 0.93 -0.01 to 0.01 

       

PL ~ TDist 0.23 0.11 0.04 2.93 0.04* 0.03 to 0.19 

PL ~ PAH  -4.58 1.7 -2.69 0.00* -8.00 to -1.17 

PL ~ TDist x PAH 0.01 -0.00 0.00 -2.59 0.12 -0.01 to -0.00 

       

CMJ 0.01 -0.02 0.36 -0.79 0.42 -0.10 to 0.43 

RSI 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.23 0.81 -0.04 to .01 

Absolute Stiffness 0.27 -0.11 0.09 -1.22 0.22 -0.30 to 0.07 

Relative Stiffness 0.28 -0.20 0.16 -1.25 0.27 -0.52 to 0.12 

sRPE, sessional rating of perceived exertion; RPE-B, breathlessness; RPE-L, leg muscle exertion; RPE-T, cognitive/technical demand; HR, heart rate; 

PL, player load; TDist, total distance; PAH, predicted adult height; CMJ, countermovement jump; RSI, reactive strength index 

SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval 

 
Johnson-Neyman slope analysis of data identified that specific ranges of four variables (PL, RSI, absolute and relative 268 

stiffness) showed some evidence of moderation by PAH% (Figure 1). RSI demonstrated a significant slope from 86.3% of 269 

PAH% with less mature individuals experiencing smaller changes in RSI over the course of the Y-SAFT60. Similarly, smaller 270 

changes in absolute leg stiffness were evident in less mature individuals, with slope significance observed from 89.3% 271 

PAH% (Figure 1). In contrast, this trend reversed for relative stiffness, where there was evidence of slope significance across 272 

the PAH% spectrum to ~100%. Additionally, it appears that there is evidence of slope significance between 87.9-96.1 PAH% 273 

for PL, but not for other load variables (Figure 1).  274 

 275 

Discussion 276 

This study aimed to quantify neuromuscular performance and psycho-physiological responses to a soccer-specific activity 277 

profile and the influence of maturation in EPPP academy players. Firstly, TDist, HR and sRPE during the Y-SAFT60 were 278 

comparable with data previously reported from U12 to U16 age-competition, however the intensity of 85 m.min-1 was below 279 

data previously reported (98-118 m.min-1) (Harley et al., 2010; Wrigley et al., 2012). Despite this slight reduced intensity, 280 

the Y-SAFT60 provided a locomotive stimulus comparable to previously reported activity (Table 2). Primary findings from 281 

these data illustrate an interaction between perceived psycho-physiological load (RPE-T) and maturation, with absolute 282 

stiffness, relative stiffness and PL showing slope significance across various stages of maturation. These interactions suggest 283 

that psycho-physiological dose responses are influenced by maturation and should be considered for training prescription 284 

purposes. 285 



 286 

 287 

 288 

 289 

 290 
Figure 1. Johnson-Neyman slope analysis illustrating responses of neuromuscular performance and training load variables with 291 

predicted adult height (%) as the moderator, with thin vertical lines illustrating regions of significance. 292 



Mean pooled data (Table 1) illustrates RSI performance improved by >3% during the activity, which is likely a potentiation 293 

effect and one that opposes previous findings (De Ste Croix et al., 2019; Lehnert et al., 2018). These studies utilised actual 294 

game-play (De Ste Croix et al., 2019) and the SAFT90 (Lehnert et al., 2018) which provided greater stimulus duration, 295 

possibly explaining the differences. However, slope analysis indicated a linear trend whereby more mature individuals 296 

experienced greater potentiation. Radnor et al. (2018) explained that SSC function develops during maturation through 297 

increased elastic energy utilisation, neural potentiation and more efficient stretch-reflex combined with a higher force 298 

production propensity. The improved tendon stiffness, motor unit-recruitment and electro-mechanical delay may result in 299 

more mature individuals coping better with activity demands and therefore demonstrating more positive responses to the 300 

same stimulus. Less mature individuals may experience greater inhibition of SSC function, in turn elevating stress on 301 

contractile components and resisting limb deformation during the spring-mass model. This places a greater emphasis on 302 

strength characteristics of muscle (compliance) leading to longer propulsive contact times (De Ste Croix et al., 2019; Lehnert 303 

et al., 2017). Therefore, with tendon cross-sectional area (CSA) having large influences on its function and CSA increasing 304 

with growth, it is unsurprising that more mature individuals demonstrate efficient SSC function (Radnor et al., 2018) and, 305 

therefore, more favourable RSI responses from the standardised activity.  306 

 307 

This inhibition of SSC function in less mature individuals can partly explain the responses to CMJ, absolute and relative leg 308 

stiffness. Pooled means indicate reduced CMJ of 4.1% and leg stiffness of 5.3-6.3% respectively with evidence of a 309 

significant slope from ~89% PAH for absolute stiffness and across maturation for relative stiffness (Figure 1). Mechanically 310 

this translates to increased yielding in the less mature individuals, with greater ground contact times, centre of mass (CoM) 311 

displacement and reduced movement efficiency (Radnor et al., 2018). Yielding is caused by the tendon being stiffer than the 312 

contractile element of the musculotendinous unit reducing the ability to utilise the elastic storage potential of the tendon. 313 

Therefore, less mature individuals fail to generate sufficient muscle stiffness through adequate recruitment of motor units 314 

and correct activation strategies (Radnor et al., 2018). This scenario may increase injury risk in the less mature individuals, 315 

via increased relative biomechanical load due to increased absorption of shear stress and greater reliance on the knee 316 

compared to more mature counterparts (Lloyd et al., 2012). This notion is similar to that reported in other sports, namely 317 

ballet where characteristically training loads associate closely with chronological age and where later maturing individuals 318 

experience crucial training periods in conjunction with PHV, often resulting in negative injury outcomes (Bradshaw et al., 319 

2014; Mitchell et al., 2020). Findings relating to stiffness are similar to those proposed by De Ste Croix et al. (2017) in 320 

adolescent female soccer, whereby the negative impact of soccer activity on leg stiffness reduced as the maturation increased, 321 

with prepubescent individuals having the most substantial performance decrements and heightened risk of knee injury. In 322 

general, the lack of model significance supports assertions by Oliver et al. (2014) and De Ste Croix et al. (2019) in that leg 323 

stiffness responses are highly individualised and improvements in one neuromuscular component are not necessarily 324 

mirrored in others, despite sharing many SSC characteristics (Lloyd et al., 2012).  325 

 326 

Variations in locomotive movement patterns may be linked to interactions observed between PL and PAH% highlighted in 327 

Figure 1. Although PL appeared consistent through the PAH% range, slope analysis suggests there is greater dose-response 328 

variation at the tails of maturation (considered pre- or post-PHV) with a significant slope identified almost exactly aligned 329 

with PHV (87.9-96.1% PAH; Figure 1). Tentatively, this may suggest that load-response patterns are influenced around 330 

PHV from a single exercise bout. Admittedly, the likely larger variation in anthropometric and physical properties at the 331 

tails of maturation could have also influenced the variation observed either side of the significant slope (Figueiredo et al., 332 



2010). PL is a measure of the instantaneous rate of change in acceleration in each of the three vectors and can infer 333 

biomechanical load, though its accuracy for assessing load-response pathways at a structural level is yet to be determined 334 

(Verheul et al., 2020). However, a similar response that aligned with PHV (88-93% PAH) was observed in both absolute 335 

and relative stiffness. Therefore, in light of a fairly small sample size, interpretations should be cautious and treated as an 336 

informed possibility that whole-body load-response pathways are influenced by PAH% with further empirical investigation 337 

required. More frequent use of accelerometery within academy soccer will permit this work on which has the potential to 338 

provide valuable insights for injury prevention within youth soccer and more widely youth sport. 339 

 340 

In general, internal load metrics were not moderated by PAH%, but analysis indicated an interaction with RPE-T and Figure 341 

1 illustrates a progressive reduction in perceived RPE-T as PAH% increases. In line with other research (McLaren et al., 342 

2017) RPE-T was perceived to be lower than other RPE metrics, likely because the Y-SAFT60 is a repetitive audio-controlled 343 

activity profile requiring minimal cognitive strain in comparison to training and match activities. Why less mature 344 

individuals perceive the Y-SAFT60 more technically demanding remains unclear, although one theory is linked to the relative 345 

physical shortcomings explained previously. Lloyd et al. (2012) suggested that changes in SSC during growth are associated 346 

with improvements in anaerobic performance such as sprinting and change of direction, which may have indirectly 347 

influenced perceptions of technical effort. For example, Y-SAFT60 audio cues such as ‘stride’ or ‘sprint’ require maximal 348 

effort. A highly intense period during the Y-SAFT60 could be perceived more cognitively demanding for less mature 349 

individuals endeavouring to maintain pace with the audio. An alternative theory is that less mature individuals experienced 350 

greater training monotony during the repetitive activity profile or  non-linear differences in physical and cognitive maturation 351 

could have influenced perceptions (Brink et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2020). Despite no interaction, other dimensions of 352 

intensity (sRPE, RPE-B and HR) followed a similar trend whereby more mature individuals found the activity less intense 353 

(Figure 1). This would confirm the intuitive hypotheses, but lack of statistical significance prevents this conclusion; again, 354 

suggesting the need for more work in this area. It would also appear that perceptions of exertion during adolescence are 355 

influenced by the specific protocol and training mode which may have contributed to these findings (McLaren et al., 2017).  356 

 357 

Limitations 358 

Whilst the standardised Y-SAFT60 facilitated a dose-response comparison, it is conceded that it disregards many reactive 359 

soccer-specific actions (e.g. responding to opponents, jumping and kicking). Consequently, although comparative from a 360 

locomotive perspective, the Y-SAFT60 may underrepresent true anatomical, physiological and biomechanical stresses placed 361 

on adolescent players during actual training and/or competition. This may explain why some individuals experienced a level 362 

of potentiation in neuromuscular performance as the demands were insufficient to elicit detrimental performance changes. 363 

However, the large positional and individual variability of external loads from competitive matches and training activities 364 

make more ecologically valid dose-response protocols highly complex for research. In addition, it is appreciated that baseline 365 

markers of physical fitness (e.g. aerobic fitness, strength, speed) may influence individual responses to the standardised 366 

activity profile and therefore should not be discounted when considering the moderating impact of PAH%.  367 

 368 

This acute study suggests that a single soccer specific activity bout can elicit maturation specific dose-responses (RSI, RPE-369 

T, Stiffness), which are likely magnified when combined with repeated activities each week. Therefore, practitioners are 370 

urged to consider the maturational load-response variation in an attempt to reduce injury incidence from inappropriate levels 371 

of physical and cognitive stress (Brink et al., 2010). Based on tentative findings, it would be irresponsible to make robust 372 



recommendations regarding how to change training practices, but the authors would encourage practitioners to be mindful 373 

of dose-response variations across maturation in the following ways. Firstly, activities high in biomechanical load 374 

characterised by short, intense intervals with frequent accelerations, decelerations and changes of direction, often over small 375 

to moderate pitch-dimensions may accentuate variations in response. Therefore, it may be prudent to restrict the frequency 376 

and volume of exposure to such load across the training week, particularly in those approaching peak-height velocity. 377 

Secondly, practitioners are encouraged to adapt their prescription processes and routinely consider maturation specific load 378 

management strategies whenever possible, for example utilising existing maturity-categorised strategies such as bio-banded 379 

training or competitions (Cumming et al., 2018). Although this does not automatically reduce the load on those deemed 380 

vulnerable, it provides opportunity for the coach to better manage the frequency and volume of exposure to stressful activities 381 

on a group level and therefore reduce large variations in inter-individual response attributed to maturity. Finally, this would 382 

facilitate the inclusion of activities that required less unpredictable, reactive strength (typified by deceleration or COD) 383 

actions in favour of more structured ‘technical’ practices that built on key movement competencies such as acceleration, 384 

deceleration, change of direction and strength development as suggested by the Youth Physical Development (YPD) model 385 

(Lloyd & Oliver, 2012). It is not recommended that practitioners reduce training exposure per se or remove any particular 386 

activities completely, but more that the emphasis of training shifts to allow smart prescription of loads that are directed at 387 

the individual appropriately.  388 

 389 

Conclusion 390 

Collectively, these findings provide evidence of the moderating effect of maturation to perceptions and responses to 391 

standardised activity. Therefore, the findings suggest that failure to consider maturity-related responses may elevate the 392 

predisposition to injury of some athletes. Both psycho- and physiological responses are altered during maturation which 393 

must be considered by practitioners within their training prescription to avoid negative consequences on their players. 394 

Strategies already exist within research and practice to facilitate maturity specific training interventions which may help 395 

coaches manage the individual dose-response smartly and practically within a group environment. More work is needed to 396 

corroborate these findings and provide exact mechanisms of the causes; however, tentative inferences suggest that repeated 397 

high-velocity biomechanical loads may contribute to the observed differences in neuromuscular response across maturation 398 

and should be managed considerately.  399 
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